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INVASION OF ITALY

By Alan Moorehead, Representing the Combined Press

On the Invasion Beaches

Tuesday Sept, 7 , 1943

While the engineers labour day and night at the road demolitions new bridge forces

have been landed in Italy. Under a quarter moon and a slightly rising wind that

sometimes turns to rain the ships have again put ashore without serious opposition.
The enemy laid no mines either afloat or ashore. For half an hour I watched a handful

of German bombers dive on the beach but the raid was weak and futile. The Luftwaffe

is apparently so short of aircraft it is even using Stukas again. They came up against
a terrific belt of red tracers from the Oerlikon guns, and having no speed and only a

tiny bombload, the enemy scon wheeled off northwards. Then the sky was given over to

our night fighters and bombers -again. The troops filtered steadily inland where the

bulldozers are at work grinding cut new passes in the mountains. The activity on this

beach is intense. By electrical loudspeakers the trucks and guns are being marshalled

to their places on the shore.

It is nothing to see five hundred or even a thousand vehicles on a single beach.

Invasion barges of half a dozen different sorts keep coming in grinding and crunching
their bows over the gravel until they are ashore. Since the front is fairly static and

nothing much can be done until the engineers get through I drove down to this beach

last night intending to get a 15 cwt truck to another part of the front by sea, .The

major in charge of movement and transport was hanging on to his telephones and it

sounded like a crisis in the Stock Exchange. "I have about half the army waiting here

to get on board" he was shouting, "The mules have arrived alright but they say they
will starve over the other side if we send them without fodder, Nov/ where the hell is

the man with the fodder?. How many ships have you got up there?, I have got here a

fire brigade, a blood transfusion unit and a bridge - and nowhere to put them",

The arrival of the bridge had been a slick bit of work. Within sixteen hours of

receiving a message from the frontline engineers it had been rushed up to the beach and

tomorrow probably it will be lying in place across one of the gorges in the Calabrian

mountains, "At least" the major said to me, "you are the only one in here today who

hasn't invoked the name of the Corps Commander and said he has the highest priority.
I will try and get you off tomorrow". Turning back to his telephones he cut a head-

quarters down from twenty five vehicles to eleven and got them off on the last ferry
far the night.

I slept in a beach transit camp where thousands of men have passed through the

past few days. Somehow a little group of quartermasters fed them all with makeshift

canteens on the beaches and the seashore orchards. Desperate for help they grabbed a

few boatloads of Italians who had put to sea in rowing boats from the southern Italian

shores. The Italians had rowed away from their officers so fiercely that they hands

were badly blistered.

During the .wight I had word of some of our commandos who put ashore a week before

the main invasion/and who had net been heard of since. It seems that when their boat

was shot up they took to a remote village in the mountains which is still beyond the

front line. They approached the place cautiously prepared to fight but the villagers
came swarming cut with delight. They hoisted the Commanding Officer on to a high chair

and formally surrendered the village. Dinner and a wine festival followed. Apparently
the commandos are still up there living as honoured guests until the main bulk of the

army arrives to release them. Their boat is practically the only casualty we have had

at the whole invasion. There have been failures due to engine trouble and accidents of

course but up to date only two or three tiny vessels have been damaged through enemy

action.

When I brought my truck down to this beach this morning an infantry transporter

ran its bows ashore a little too solidly making it difficult for the vessel to get off

again. For the past hour soldiers, sailers, Italians and local people have all been

away at the gravel round the bows. Further up the beach Italians are selling
fruit to the invasion troops and some of the local girls are swimming. It is more

like Margate than the war at the moment.
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